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MALDIMALDI--TOF schematicTOF schematic

Vestal and Juhasz.  J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 1998, 9, 892.



Sample MALDISample MALDI--TOF SpectrumTOF Spectrum

MALDIMALDI--TOF Spectrum: TOF Spectrum: observed functionobserved function
g(g(tt)) = = intensity of spectrum at m/z value intensity of spectrum at m/z value t t 
Intensity at peakIntensity at peak (roughly) estimates(roughly) estimates the abundance of the abundance of 
some protein with molecular weight of some protein with molecular weight of tt DaltonsDaltons



Simulated spectraSimulated spectra
To study MALDITo study MALDI--TOF, and compare methods for TOF, and compare methods for 
analyzing them, we gave developed a simulation analyzing them, we gave developed a simulation 
engine to produce realistic spectra (engine to produce realistic spectra (CoombesCoombes, et , et 
al. 2005)al. 2005)
–– Based on the physics of a linear MALDIBased on the physics of a linear MALDI--TOF with ion TOF with ion 

focus delayfocus delay
–– Flexible incorporation of different noise models and Flexible incorporation of different noise models and 

different baseline modelsdifferent baseline models
–– Includes isotope distributionsIncludes isotope distributions
–– Can include matrix adducts, other modificationsCan include matrix adducts, other modifications
–– Also very instructive in how MALDIAlso very instructive in how MALDI--TOF works, and why TOF works, and why 

the data look the way they do.the data look the way they do.



Modeling the physics of MALDIModeling the physics of MALDI-- 
TOFTOF

ParametersParameters
DD11 = distance from sample = distance from sample 

plate to first grid (8 mm)plate to first grid (8 mm)
VV11 = voltage for focusing = voltage for focusing 

(2000 V)(2000 V)
DD22 = distance between grids = distance between grids 

(17 mm)(17 mm)
VV22 = voltage for = voltage for 

acceleration(20000 V)acceleration(20000 V)
L = length of tube (1 m)L = length of tube (1 m)
vv00 = initial velocity ~ N(= initial velocity ~ N(μμ,,σσ))
vv11 = velocity after focusing= velocity after focusing
δδ= delay time= delay time

EquationsEquations
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Simulation of one protein, with Simulation of one protein, with 
isotope distributionisotope distribution



Same protein simulated on a low Same protein simulated on a low 
resolution instrumentresolution instrument



Simulation of one protein with  matrix Simulation of one protein with  matrix 
adductsadducts



Simulated calibration spectrum with Simulated calibration spectrum with 
equal amounts of six proteinsequal amounts of six proteins



Simulated spectrum with a Simulated spectrum with a 
complex mixture of proteinscomplex mixture of proteins



CloseupCloseup of simulated complex of simulated complex 
spectrumspectrum



Real and Virtual SpectraReal and Virtual Spectra



Example: Pancreatic Cancer StudyExample: Pancreatic Cancer Study

KoomenKoomen, et al. (2004), et al. (2004)
256 blood serum samples 256 blood serum samples –– 141 pancreatic cancer, 141 pancreatic cancer, 
115 normal controls115 normal controls
1 spectrum per sample.1 spectrum per sample.
Samples (all fractions) run in 4 blocks on 4 different datesSamples (all fractions) run in 4 blocks on 4 different dates
GoalsGoals::
–– Identify differentially expressed protein peaks.Identify differentially expressed protein peaks.

Must adjust for block effects on spectraMust adjust for block effects on spectra



Example:OrganExample:Organ--Cell Line Cell Line ExptExpt
16 nude mice had 1 of 2 cancer 16 nude mice had 1 of 2 cancer cell lines cell lines injected injected 
into 1 of 2 into 1 of 2 organs organs ((lunglung or or brainbrain))
Cell lines:Cell lines:
A375P:A375P: human melanoma, low metastatic potentialhuman melanoma, low metastatic potential
–– PC3MM2:PC3MM2: human prostate, highly metastatichuman prostate, highly metastatic

Blood Serum extracted from each mouse Blood Serum extracted from each mouse –– placed placed 
on 2 SELDI chipson 2 SELDI chips
Samples run at 2 different Samples run at 2 different laser intensities laser intensities (low/ high)(low/ high)
Total of 32 spectra (observed functions),  2 per Total of 32 spectra (observed functions),  2 per 
mousemouse



Goal:Goal:
Find proteins differentially expressed by:Find proteins differentially expressed by:
–– Host organ site (lung/brain)Host organ site (lung/brain)
–– Donor cell line (A375P/PC3MM2)Donor cell line (A375P/PC3MM2)
–– OrganOrgan--byby--cell line interactioncell line interaction
Combine information across laser intensitiesCombine information across laser intensities
–– Must adjust for systematic laser intensity effect, and Must adjust for systematic laser intensity effect, and 

model correlation model correlation betweebetwee spectra from same mouse.spectra from same mouse.

Example: Example: OrganOrgan--Cell Line Cell Line ExptExpt



22--D Gel ElectrophoresisD Gel Electrophoresis
Method for separating proteins in biological sample based on Method for separating proteins in biological sample based on 
isoelectric point (pH) and molecular mass.isoelectric point (pH) and molecular mass.
Used to identify proteins differentially expressed between Used to identify proteins differentially expressed between 
treatment groups.treatment groups.
Steps:Steps:

1.1. Isoelectric focusing (IEF): Isoelectric focusing (IEF): pH gradient applied to gel, electric pH gradient applied to gel, electric 
potential applied, causing proteins to migrate across polyacrylapotential applied, causing proteins to migrate across polyacrylamide mide 
gel based on their pHgel based on their pH

2.2. Treated with SDS: Treated with SDS: denatures proteins and attaches negatively denatures proteins and attaches negatively 
charged SDS molecules, with the amount proportional to proteincharged SDS molecules, with the amount proportional to protein’’s s 
length (mass)length (mass)

3.3. Electric potential appliedElectric potential applied again, but in perpendicular direction, again, but in perpendicular direction, 
causing proteins to migrate.  Friction of gel acts as sieve, so causing proteins to migrate.  Friction of gel acts as sieve, so lighter lighter 
proteins will travel furtherproteins will travel further

4.4. Stain applied to gelStain applied to gel which binds to proteins.which binds to proteins.
5.5. Gel image scannedGel image scanned into computer for quantitative analysisinto computer for quantitative analysis
6.6. After analysis, After analysis, cut out spotscut out spots for identification by MSfor identification by MS



22--D Gel ElectrophoresisD Gel Electrophoresis\\
Lower pH Higher pH

Higher 
mass

Lower 
mass

Protein Spots 
(100’s-1000’s/gel)



22--D Gel ElectrophoresisD Gel Electrophoresis
First developed in 1975 by Patrick OFirst developed in 1975 by Patrick O’’Farrell, PhDFarrell, PhD
It is considered the It is considered the ““workhorseworkhorse”” of proteomics, of proteomics, 
yet its contribution to biomedical science has yet its contribution to biomedical science has 
been limited by several factorsbeen limited by several factors
–– Major factor: The lack of efficient, effective, and Major factor: The lack of efficient, effective, and 

automatic image processing algorithms.automatic image processing algorithms.
–– There exist a number of commercial 2d gel image There exist a number of commercial 2d gel image 

processing packagesprocessing packages
We will discuss the inadequacy of these commercial We will discuss the inadequacy of these commercial 
packages, until recently, and present some alternative packages, until recently, and present some alternative 
approaches that work better.approaches that work better.



Major Areas of Statistical InputMajor Areas of Statistical Input
1.1. Experimental DesignExperimental Design

–– Prevent systematic bias and experimental Prevent systematic bias and experimental 
variation from sabotaging a studyvariation from sabotaging a study

2.2. Quantitative AnalysisQuantitative Analysis
–– Data visualizationData visualization (frequently a simple look at (frequently a simple look at 

the data will reveal problems)the data will reveal problems)
–– PreprocessingPreprocessing (extract and normalize protein (extract and normalize protein 

signal from raw data)signal from raw data)
–– Data AnalysisData Analysis (identify potential biomarkers (identify potential biomarkers 

and/or proteomic signatures for and/or proteomic signatures for 
disease/response)disease/response)



Design makes a differenceDesign makes a difference
Selection of Selection of appropriate controlsappropriate controls
–– see your local epidemiologist (specificity?)see your local epidemiologist (specificity?)

Sample sizeSample size
–– make sure you have enough to find meaningful make sure you have enough to find meaningful 

differences (or when constrained, at least find out how differences (or when constrained, at least find out how 
small of a difference you can detect)small of a difference you can detect)

Sample collection Sample collection and handling must be carefully and handling must be carefully 
controlledcontrolled
May want to May want to BlockBlock on factors likely to impact data on factors likely to impact data 
(e.g. run time)(e.g. run time)
RandomizationRandomization is needed at multiple points in the is needed at multiple points in the 
processprocess



Sample Sample handlinghandling
 

is criticalis critical

All samples must be collected uniformlyAll samples must be collected uniformly
–– Consistent protocolConsistent protocol
–– Enforced at every collection siteEnforced at every collection site
Failure to do this can (will) affect protein Failure to do this can (will) affect protein 
profilesprofiles
The problem is particularly serious if sample The problem is particularly serious if sample 
handling is confounded with interesting handling is confounded with interesting 
variables (normal variables (normal vsvs cancer)cancer)



Hierarchical clustering of serum Hierarchical clustering of serum 
protein profiles of brain cancerprotein profiles of brain cancer

MALDI data from MDACC



Clustering reflects changes in the Clustering reflects changes in the 
sample collection protocolsample collection protocol

Red = First 20
samples

Blue = Last 30
samples

MALDI data from MDACC



Unsupervised methods often Unsupervised methods often 
cluster samples by run datecluster samples by run date

SELDI leukemia data from MDACC

CML

ALL

ALL/CML



Case Study: Statistics Making a DifferenceCase Study: Statistics Making a Difference

Collected proteomics data on serum samples fromCollected proteomics data on serum samples from
–– 100 women with ovarian cancer100 women with ovarian cancer
–– 100 normal controls100 normal controls
–– 16 women with benign disease16 women with benign disease

Selected 50 normal and 50 cancer Selected 50 normal and 50 cancer 
Trained a statistical/computational algorithm to Trained a statistical/computational algorithm to 
distinguish between the two typesdistinguish between the two types
Tested the algorithm on the remaining samplesTested the algorithm on the remaining samples



Petricoin Petricoin ResultsResults
Results:Results:
–– Correctly classified Correctly classified 50/5050/50 of the ovarian cancer test cases as of the ovarian cancer test cases as 

cancercancer
–– Correctly classified Correctly classified 47/5047/50 normal samples as normal, with normal samples as normal, with 

3/50 classified as cancer3/50 classified as cancer
–– Correctly classified Correctly classified 16/1616/16 benign disease as benign disease as ““neither normal neither normal 

nor cancernor cancer””
Remarkable!!  Can we identify ovarian cancer Remarkable!!  Can we identify ovarian cancer 
with a simple blood test?  If so, then we can with a simple blood test?  If so, then we can 
pretty much eliminate that disease, since it is pretty much eliminate that disease, since it is 
easily treated when detected early.easily treated when detected early.
OvacheckOvacheckTMTM ((CorrelogicCorrelogic, Quest Diagnostics, , Quest Diagnostics, LabCorpLabCorp): ): 
Company started to market ovarian cancer blood test Company started to market ovarian cancer blood test 
based on these resultsbased on these results



Some structure is visible in Heat MapSome structure is visible in Heat Map



Structure disappears for different Structure disappears for different 
chip type  chip type  (same samples, different chip type)(same samples, different chip type)



Any ideas what happened here?Any ideas what happened here?



A FollowA Follow--up Studyup Study

They ran They ran 
another another 
study: Again, study: Again, 
remarkable remarkable 
results results 
Near perfect Near perfect 
classification classification 
of cancers of cancers 
and and normalsnormals



A FollowA Follow--up Studyup Study
Problem: algorithm Problem: algorithm 
from 2from 2ndnd data set data set 
does not work for 1does not work for 1stst

data setdata set
Similarly, algorithm Similarly, algorithm 
from 1from 1stst data set data set 
does not work on 2does not work on 2ndnd

Pattern not Pattern not 
reproducible!!reproducible!!
Hmmm.  Not Hmmm.  Not 
encouraging encouraging 



A FollowA Follow--up Studyup Study
Plot of tPlot of t--statistics statistics 
separating cases and separating cases and 
controls in data set 2controls in data set 2
MANY regions of MANY regions of 
spectrum separate spectrum separate 
cases/controlscases/controls
Including very low mass Including very low mass 
regions regions 
Can perfectly separate Can perfectly separate 
cases/controls with just cases/controls with just 
two peaks, e.g. (2.79D, two peaks, e.g. (2.79D, 
245.2D)245.2D)
There is something There is something 
funky with this data set! funky with this data set! 



But PNAS paper found But PNAS paper found ““reproducible signalreproducible signal””

From From BaggerlyBaggerly, Morris, Edmondson, and , Morris, Edmondson, and CoombesCoombes (2005 ) JNCI 97(4): 307(2005 ) JNCI 97(4): 307--309309

Zhu, et al. (2003 Zhu, et al. (2003 
PNAS 100:14666PNAS 100:14666--
71)71)
Reported that use of Reported that use of 
classification rule classification rule 
derived from 1derived from 1stst data data 
set could accurately set could accurately 
classify 2classify 2ndnd data set.data set.
Computed 2Computed 2--sample sample 
tt--statistics for 18 statistics for 18 
peaks contained in peaks contained in 
their sampling ruletheir sampling rule
How then did they How then did they 
achieve such good achieve such good 
classification on 2classification on 2ndnd

data set?data set?



Simulation StudySimulation Study

From From BaggerlyBaggerly, Morris, Edmondson, and , Morris, Edmondson, and CoombesCoombes (2005 ) JNCI 97(4): 307(2005 ) JNCI 97(4): 307--309309

We randomly selected 18 We randomly selected 18 
m/zm/z values from spectra values from spectra 
and built classification rule and built classification rule 
using data set 1, and then using data set 1, and then 
assessed its predictive assessed its predictive 
accuracy on data set 2accuracy on data set 2

We obtained as good or We obtained as good or 
better classification as Zhu, better classification as Zhu, 
et al.et al.’’s model s model 
–– 6% using whole spectrum6% using whole spectrum
–– 14.8% using 14.8% using m/zm/z <6000D<6000D
–– 56.2% using 56.2% using m/zm/z <1000D<1000D

Suggests systematic bias Suggests systematic bias 
between cases/controlsbetween cases/controls
Cases and controls run in Cases and controls run in 
batches?  Batch effect that batches?  Batch effect that 
looks like case/control effect?looks like case/control effect?



Maybe better technology would help?Maybe better technology would help?
Reference: Reference: ConradsConrads et al., et al., Endocrine Endocrine 
Related CancerRelated Cancer, July 2004., July 2004.
Ovarian cancerOvarian cancer
–– ~90 controls, ~160 cases~90 controls, ~160 cases
QQ--star instrumentstar instrument
–– high resolutionhigh resolution
Claim: can distinguish healthy women Claim: can distinguish healthy women 
from cancer patientsfrom cancer patients



TT--statistics identify separator at 8602D statistics identify separator at 8602D 



Heat map of raw data near 8602 Heat map of raw data near 8602 
Why are there two cancer groups?Why are there two cancer groups?



QC: Colors indicate run dateQC: Colors indicate run date



QC: Colors indicate control/caseQC: Colors indicate control/case



All controls were processed before all All controls were processed before all 
samples from cancer patientssamples from cancer patients



OvacheckOvacheck
CorrelogicCorrelogic advertised that advertised that OvacheckOvacheck would be would be 
available on the market starting 4/04.  available on the market starting 4/04.  
–– Considered Considered ““home brewhome brew””, not thought to be under FDA , not thought to be under FDA 

jurisdictionjurisdiction
–– No further studies published showing test workedNo further studies published showing test worked

1/04: Colleague Keith 1/04: Colleague Keith BaggerlyBaggerly gave talk at FDA gave talk at FDA 
2/18/04: Letter from FDA: Cease and desist2/18/04: Letter from FDA: Cease and desist
7/12/04: Another letter: requires FDA approval7/12/04: Another letter: requires FDA approval
Current state: Studies still being done, waiting to Current state: Studies still being done, waiting to 
see if it will be approved.see if it will be approved.



Design Design lessonslessons
All samples must be processed using the All samples must be processed using the 
same protocolsame protocol
RandomizationRandomization should be performedshould be performed
–– Before sample preparation stepsBefore sample preparation steps
–– Before acquiring spectra/gelsBefore acquiring spectra/gels
May also want to May also want to blockblock on important factors on important factors ––
reduce variability reduce variability –– there are ways to filter there are ways to filter 
out systematic block effectsout systematic block effects
Same principles should be used for other Same principles should be used for other 
sensitive laboratory instruments.sensitive laboratory instruments.



Quantitative Analysis of Quantitative Analysis of 
Proteomics DataProteomics Data

Look at raw dataLook at raw data
PrePre--processprocess
–– Calibration/AlignmentCalibration/Alignment
–– Background Background CorrCorr..
–– Adjust Block EffectsAdjust Block Effects
–– NormalizationNormalization
–– Peak/spot findingPeak/spot finding
–– Peak/spot Peak/spot 

quantificationquantification
–– Peak/spot matching Peak/spot matching 

across spectra/gelsacross spectra/gels
Look at processed dataLook at processed data

Clean things upClean things up
Data AnalysisData Analysis
–– ClusteringClustering
–– TT--test, ANOVAtest, ANOVA
–– Correlating with Correlating with 

outcomesoutcomes
–– Building predictive Building predictive 

modelsmodels
Look at resultsLook at results
–– Identify proteins and Identify proteins and 

validate themvalidate them
“Data is expensive, Analysis is cheap”



Data Analysis: Beware of Data Analysis: Beware of 
Multiplicities!Multiplicities!

When performing biomarker detection, When performing biomarker detection, 
important to important to account for multiple testsaccount for multiple tests when when 
declaring biomarker declaring biomarker ““significantsignificant””
–– If many peaks, p<0.05 gives lots of false +If many peaks, p<0.05 gives lots of false +
–– Methods available to control Methods available to control FDRFDR
When building discriminating model, When building discriminating model, 
important to properly important to properly validate modelvalidate model
–– Independent validation samples/cross validation!!Independent validation samples/cross validation!!

–– Internal vs. External CV: CrossInternal vs. External CV: Cross--validate feature validate feature 
selection step!selection step!

–– Are CV errors relevant for future data?Are CV errors relevant for future data?



Proteomics: Feature Extraction ApproachProteomics: Feature Extraction Approach
Preprocess Data Preprocess Data to align data, remove noise, to align data, remove noise, 
and normalize spectra and gels.and normalize spectra and gels.
Extract relevant features from the dataExtract relevant features from the data, i.e. , i.e. 
detect all peaks and spots, and quantify each detect all peaks and spots, and quantify each 
feature for each spectrum or gel.feature for each spectrum or gel.
–– Results in N x p matrix Y (p features, N spectra) Results in N x p matrix Y (p features, N spectra) 
Survey N x p matrix Y Survey N x p matrix Y to find differentially to find differentially 
expressed peaks (expressed peaks (class comparisonclass comparison) or to ) or to 
build classifier (build classifier (class predictionclass prediction), while ), while 
appropriately accounting for multiplicities.appropriately accounting for multiplicities.



Statistical Model for SpectrumStatistical Model for Spectrum
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Statistical Model for SpectrumStatistical Model for Spectrum
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Statistical Model for SpectrumStatistical Model for Spectrum
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Statistical Model for SpectrumStatistical Model for Spectrum
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Statistical Model for SpectrumStatistical Model for Spectrum
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PreprocessingPreprocessing

Goal:Goal: Isolate protein signal Isolate protein signal SSii((ttjj))
–– Filter out baseline and noise, normalizeFilter out baseline and noise, normalize
–– Extract individual features from signalExtract individual features from signal
Problem:Problem:
–– Baseline removal, Baseline removal, denoisingdenoising, normalization, , normalization, 

and feature extraction are interrelated and feature extraction are interrelated 
processes.processes.

–– Where do we start?Where do we start?



DenoisingDenoising using Waveletsusing Wavelets
First step:First step: Isolate noiseIsolate noise using waveletsusing wavelets
–– Wavelets:Wavelets: basis functions that can parsimoniously basis functions that can parsimoniously 

represent spiky functionsrepresent spiky functions
–– Standard Standard denoisingdenoising tool in signal processing tool in signal processing 

Idea:Idea: Transform from time to wavelet domain, Transform from time to wavelet domain, 
threshold small coefficients, transform back.threshold small coefficients, transform back.
–– Result:Result:

 

DenoisedDenoised function and noise estimatefunction and noise estimate
–– Why does it work?Why does it work?

 

Signal concentrated on few wavelet Signal concentrated on few wavelet 
coefficients, white noise equally distributed. coefficients, white noise equally distributed. ThresholdingThresholding 
removes noise without affecting signal.removes noise without affecting signal.

Does Does muchmuch better than better than denoisingdenoising tools based on tools based on 
kernels or kernels or splinessplines, which tend to attenuate peaks in , which tend to attenuate peaks in 
the signal when removing the noise.the signal when removing the noise.



Raw Spectrum



Denoised Spectrum



Noise



Baseline Correction & NormalizationBaseline Correction & Normalization

Baseline:Baseline: smooth artifact, largely attributable to smooth artifact, largely attributable to 
detector overload.detector overload.
–– Estimated by monotone local minimumEstimated by monotone local minimum
–– More stably estimated after More stably estimated after denoisingdenoising
Normalization:Normalization: adjust for possibly different adjust for possibly different 
amounts of material desorbing from platesamounts of material desorbing from plates
–– Divide by total area under the Divide by total area under the denoiseddenoised and and 

baseline corrected spectrum.baseline corrected spectrum.



Baseline Estimate



Denoised, Baseline Corrected Spectrum



Denoised, Baseline Corrected, and 
Normalized Spectrum



Protein SignalProtein Signal
Ideal Form of Protein SignalIdeal Form of Protein Signal:: Convolution of Convolution of 
peakspeaks
–– Proteins, peptides, and their alterationsProteins, peptides, and their alterations
–– AlterationsAlterations: isotopes; matrix/sodium adducts; : isotopes; matrix/sodium adducts; 

neutral losses of water, ammonia, or carbonneutral losses of water, ammonia, or carbon
Limitations of instrument used means we may Limitations of instrument used means we may 
not be able to resolve all peaks.not be able to resolve all peaks.
Advantages of peak detection:Advantages of peak detection:
–– Reduces multiplicity problemReduces multiplicity problem
–– Focuses on units that are theoretically the scientifically Focuses on units that are theoretically the scientifically 

interesting features of the data.interesting features of the data.



Peak DetectionPeak Detection
Easy to do after other preprocessingEasy to do after other preprocessing
Any local maximum after Any local maximum after denoisingdenoising, baseline , baseline 
correction, and normalization is assumed to correction, and normalization is assumed to 
correspond to a correspond to a ““peakpeak””..
May want to require S/N>May want to require S/N>δδ to reduce number of to reduce number of 
spurious peaks.spurious peaks.
–– We can estimate the noise process We can estimate the noise process σσ(t) by (t) by applying aapplying a 

local median to the filtered noise from the wavelet local median to the filtered noise from the wavelet 
transform.transform.

–– SignalSignal--toto--noise estimate is ratio of noise estimate is ratio of 
preprocessed spectrum and noise.preprocessed spectrum and noise.



Peak Detection

3326 locations, 81 peaks



Peak Detection (zoomed)



Raw Spectrum with peaks



Peak QuantificationPeak Quantification
Two options:Two options:

1.1. Area under the peak:Area under the peak: Find the left and right endpoints of Find the left and right endpoints of 
the peak, compute the AUC in this interval.the peak, compute the AUC in this interval.

2.2. Maximum intensity:Maximum intensity: Take intensity at the local maximum Take intensity at the local maximum 
(may want to take log or cube root)(may want to take log or cube root)

Theoretically, AUP quantifies amount of given Theoretically, AUP quantifies amount of given 
substance desorbed from the chip.substance desorbed from the chip.

–– But it is very difficult to identify the endpoints of peaksBut it is very difficult to identify the endpoints of peaks



Peak QuantificationPeak Quantification
The maximum intensity is a practical alternative The maximum intensity is a practical alternative 
–– No need for endpoints, should be correlated with AUPNo need for endpoints, should be correlated with AUP
–– Physics of mass spectrometry shows that, for a given ion with m/Physics of mass spectrometry shows that, for a given ion with m/z z 

value value xx, there is a , there is a linear relationshiplinear relationship

 

between the between the number of number of 
ionsions

 

of that type desorbed from plate and the of that type desorbed from plate and the expected expected 
maximum peak intensitymaximum peak intensity

 

at at x. x. 

Problem with both methods:      Problem with both methods:      Overlapping peaks Overlapping peaks 
that are not that are not deconvolvabledeconvolvable
–– Local maximum at Local maximum at t t contains weighted average of contains weighted average of 

information from multiple ions whose corresponding information from multiple ions whose corresponding 
peaks have mass at location peaks have mass at location tt..

–– Major problemMajor problem –– short of formal short of formal deconvolutiondeconvolution, have , have 
not seen simple solution to this problem.not seen simple solution to this problem.



Peak Matching ProblemPeak Matching Problem

If peak detection performed on individual If peak detection performed on individual 
spectra, peaks must be matched across spectra, peaks must be matched across 
samples to get n samples to get n xx p matrix.p matrix.
–– Difficult and arbitrary processDifficult and arbitrary process
–– What to do about What to do about ““missing peaks?missing peaks?””

Our Solution:Our Solution: Identify peaks on Identify peaks on mean mean 
spectrumspectrum (at locations (at locations xx11, , ……, , xxpp), then quantify ), then quantify 
peaks on individual spectra by intensities at peaks on individual spectra by intensities at 
these locations.these locations.



Advantages/DisadvantagesAdvantages/Disadvantages

AdvantagesAdvantages
–– Avoids peakAvoids peak--matching problemmatching problem
–– Generally more sensitive and specificGenerally more sensitive and specific

Noise level reduced by Noise level reduced by sqrt(nsqrt(n))
Borrows strength across spectra in determining Borrows strength across spectra in determining 
whether there is a peak or not (signals reinforced whether there is a peak or not (signals reinforced 
over spectra)over spectra)

–– Robust to minor calibration problemsRobust to minor calibration problems
DisadvantageDisadvantage
–– Tends to be less sensitive when prevalence of peak Tends to be less sensitive when prevalence of peak 

< 1/sqrt(n).< 1/sqrt(n).



Noise reduced in mean spectrumNoise reduced in mean spectrum



Noise reduced in mean spectrumNoise reduced in mean spectrum



Sample SpectrumSample Spectrum



Simulation StudySimulation Study

1.1. Generated Generated 100 random virtual populations100 random virtual populations based on based on 
MDACC MALDI study on pancreatic cancer.MDACC MALDI study on pancreatic cancer.

2.2. For each virtual population, generated For each virtual population, generated 100 virtual 100 virtual 
samplessamples, obtained , obtained 100 virtual spectra100 virtual spectra..

3.3. Applied preprocessing and peak detection method Applied preprocessing and peak detection method 
based on individual and average spectrabased on individual and average spectra

4.4. Summarized performance based on Summarized performance based on sensitivity sensitivity (proportion (proportion 
of proteins detected)of proteins detected) and and FDRFDR (proportion of peaks (proportion of peaks 
corresponding to real proteins).corresponding to real proteins).

–– Tricky to do Tricky to do –– see paper for details.see paper for details.



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results 
Overall ResultsOverall Results

sensitivitysensitivity FDRFDR pvpv**

SUDWTSUDWT
((indivindiv. spectra). spectra)

0.750.75 0.090.09 0.030.03

MUDWTMUDWT
(mean spectrum)(mean spectrum)

0.830.83 0.060.06 0.970.97

*pv=the proportion of simulations with higher sensitivity



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results 
By PrevalenceBy Prevalence

ππ:: <.05<.05
 (14%)(14%)

.05.05--.20.20
 (16%)(16%)
.20.20--.80.80

 (40%)(40%)
>.80>.80

 (30%)(30%)
sensitivity sensitivity 
(SUDWT)(SUDWT)

0.430.43 0.740.74 0.810.81 0.820.82

sensitivity sensitivity 
(MUDWT)(MUDWT)

0.380.38 0.740.74 0.930.93 0.970.97

pvpv
(MUDWT)(MUDWT)

0.250.25 0.490.49 1.001.00 1.001.00



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results 
By Abundance (mean log intensity)By Abundance (mean log intensity)

log(log(μμ):): <9.0<9.0
 (31%)(31%)

9.09.0--9.59.5
 (27%)(27%)
9.59.5--1010

 (23%)(23%)
>10>10

 (19%)(19%)

sensitivity sensitivity 
(SUDWT)(SUDWT)

0.680.68 0.750.75 0.780.78 0.820.82

sensitivity sensitivity 
(MUDWT)(MUDWT)

0.780.78 0.840.84 0.850.85 0.880.88

pvpv
(MUDWT)(MUDWT)

0.970.97 0.890.89 0.840.84 0.780.78



22--D Gel ElectrophoresisD Gel Electrophoresis\\
Lower pH Higher pH

Higher 
mass

Lower 
mass

Protein Spots 
(100’s-1000’s/gel)



Why Is Gel Analysis So Difficult?Why Is Gel Analysis So Difficult?

Usual ApproachUsual Approach
–– Normalize individual gelsNormalize individual gels
–– Detect spots and draw spot boundaries on Detect spots and draw spot boundaries on 

individual gelsindividual gels
–– Match spots on each gel with spots on a chosen Match spots on each gel with spots on a chosen 

““referencereference”” gelgel
–– Quantify spots by taking spot volumesQuantify spots by taking spot volumes



Problems With The Problems With The ““UsualUsual”” 
ApproachApproach

Complicated, errorComplicated, error--prone algorithmsprone algorithms
–– Spot detection errors (miss/split/merge)Spot detection errors (miss/split/merge)
–– Spot matching errorsSpot matching errors
–– Errors in spot boundary determinationErrors in spot boundary determination

Errors tend to increase with number of gelsErrors tend to increase with number of gels
Much hand editing requiredMuch hand editing required
–– Reduces objectivity and reproducibility of analysisReduces objectivity and reproducibility of analysis

Missing spots negatively impact statistical analysisMissing spots negatively impact statistical analysis



What If We Could Eliminate the What If We Could Eliminate the 
Complex Algorithms?Complex Algorithms?

Eliminate the need for spot matchingEliminate the need for spot matching
Sum data across gels to objectively detect Sum data across gels to objectively detect 
spots (create an spots (create an ““averageaverage”” gel)gel)
–– Detection power Detection power increasesincreases with more gelswith more gels
Eliminate need to draw spot boundariesEliminate need to draw spot boundaries
Eliminate the problem of missing spotsEliminate the problem of missing spots
Eliminate the need for hand editingEliminate the need for hand editing



Preprocessing 2d gelsPreprocessing 2d gels
Our Approach: Our Approach: Pinnacle Pinnacle MethodMethod

Align gel images Align gel images 
Compute average gelCompute average gel
Denoise average gel using waveletsDenoise average gel using wavelets
Detect spots on average gel using Detect spots on average gel using pinnaclespinnacles
Background correct and normalize individual gelsBackground correct and normalize individual gels
Quantify each spot on each individual gel by Quantify each spot on each individual gel by 
taking maximum pixel intensity in neighborhood taking maximum pixel intensity in neighborhood 
of pinnacleof pinnacle



Image RegistrationImage Registration

•• Align all gels to chosen reference gel so Align all gels to chosen reference gel so 
spots are aligned across gelsspots are aligned across gels

•• Easier and more accurate than matching Easier and more accurate than matching 
detected spots, since algorithm can borrow detected spots, since algorithm can borrow 
strength from nearby regions of the gel when strength from nearby regions of the gel when 
aligning spotsaligning spots

•• We use TT900 (Nonlinear Dynamics) to We use TT900 (Nonlinear Dynamics) to 
align gels; other image alignment align gels; other image alignment 
programs are availableprograms are available



Spot DetectionSpot Detection
First, compute the First, compute the average gel average gel ZZ, by taking the mean over , by taking the mean over 
all all XXijij for each for each i,ji,j
Why use average gel for spot detection?Why use average gel for spot detection?

–– Avoids spotAvoids spot--matching problem (missing spots)matching problem (missing spots)
–– More sensitive and specific in identifying spotsMore sensitive and specific in identifying spots

““RealReal”” spots will be present in multiple gels, so will be spots will be present in multiple gels, so will be 
reinforced, reinforced, 
Artifacts will not, so tend to be averaged out.Artifacts will not, so tend to be averaged out.

–– The noise level reduced by The noise level reduced by √√NN
Morris, et al. (Bioinformatics, 21:1764Morris, et al. (Bioinformatics, 21:1764--1775, 2005) 1775, 2005) 
demonstrated this principle for peak detection for MALDIdemonstrated this principle for peak detection for MALDI--
MS (1MS (1--d case) d case) 
Requires that gel images are alignedRequires that gel images are aligned



Pinnacle MethodPinnacle Method
We identify spots based on their We identify spots based on their 
corresponding corresponding pinnaclespinnacles
Location i,j on the gel is Location i,j on the gel is pinnaclepinnacle if it is a if it is a 
peakpeak (local maximum) in both the horizontal (local maximum) in both the horizontal 
and vertical directions, ANDand vertical directions, AND

–– Intensity Intensity ZZijij >=>=dd : Must have certain minimum intensity : Must have certain minimum intensity 
(default is 75(default is 75thth percentile on gel)percentile on gel)

Also, combine together any pinnacles Also, combine together any pinnacles 
within +/within +/-- qq pixel values apart pixel values apart (default q=2)(default q=2)
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Spot DetectionSpot Detection
Benefits of using Pinnacles for Spot Benefits of using Pinnacles for Spot 
Detection: Detection: 

1.1. Unambiguous definitionUnambiguous definition
2.2. Not affected by overlapping spotsNot affected by overlapping spots
3.3. No need to find spot boundariesNo need to find spot boundaries
4.4. Excellent Sensitivity and SpecificityExcellent Sensitivity and Specificity



Results: Spot DetectionResults: Spot DetectionAverage Gel
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Spot QuantificationSpot Quantification
•• We quantify each spot for each gel by taking the maximum We quantify each spot for each gel by taking the maximum 

pixel intensity within a neighborhood around the pixel intensity within a neighborhood around the 
corresponding pinnaclecorresponding pinnacle
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Why Use Pinnacle Intensities for Spot Why Use Pinnacle Intensities for Spot 
Quantification?Quantification?

Pinnacle intensity highly correlated with volumePinnacle intensity highly correlated with volume
No need to detect spot boundariesNo need to detect spot boundaries

–– Reduces complexity/errorReduces complexity/error
–– Reduces CV of quantificationReduces CV of quantification

No missing valuesNo missing values
–– Pinnacle intensity for each spot in every gelPinnacle intensity for each spot in every gel

This approach leads to more reliable and precise This approach leads to more reliable and precise 
spot quantificationsspot quantifications



Normalization/Background Normalization/Background 
CorrectionCorrection

Background Correction:Background Correction:
–– Global:Global: subtract minimum value on gelsubtract minimum value on gel
–– Local:Local: subtract minimum value within window subtract minimum value within window 

around pinnacle (e.g. +/around pinnacle (e.g. +/-- 100 pixels)100 pixels)
Normalization:Normalization:
–– Total Volume Normalization:Total Volume Normalization: Divide each Divide each 

pinnacle by the sum of all pixels on the gelpinnacle by the sum of all pixels on the gel
–– Sum of Pinnacles Normalization:Sum of Pinnacles Normalization: Divide each Divide each 

pinnacle by the sum of all pinnacles on the gelpinnacle by the sum of all pinnacles on the gel



Validation: Dilution Series Validation: Dilution Series 
Nishihara and Champion (Electrophoresis, Nishihara and Champion (Electrophoresis, 
2002) conducted a dilution series 2002) conducted a dilution series 
experiment to validate PDQuest and experiment to validate PDQuest and 
Progenesis PG240 softwareProgenesis PG240 software
4 replicate gels for each of 7 protein loads4 replicate gels for each of 7 protein loads
0.50.5μμgg, 7.5, 7.5μμgg, 10, 10μμgg, 15, 15μμgg, 30, 30μμgg, 40, 40μμg,g, 50 50 μμgg
We evaluated all spots in all gelsWe evaluated all spots in all gels

–– Initial study evaluated 20 selected spotsInitial study evaluated 20 selected spots
Compared Pinnacle to Compared Pinnacle to PDQuestPDQuest, PG240, , PG240, 
and recently and recently SameSpotsSameSpots



Parameters Evaluated Parameters Evaluated -- 11
Number of Spots DetectedNumber of Spots Detected
–– Pinnacle method Pinnacle method –– all all identifedidentifed pinnaclespinnacles
–– PDQ and Progenesis PDQ and Progenesis -- unmatched spots and unmatched spots and 

spots not present in at least 3 out of 4 replicates in spots not present in at least 3 out of 4 replicates in 
one treatment group excludedone treatment group excluded

–– Aligned group Aligned group –– to determine the effect of to determine the effect of 
alignment alonealignment alone

–– Determined # of spots present in all gelsDetermined # of spots present in all gels

Match PercentageMatch Percentage
–– Random sampling of 10% of all spotsRandom sampling of 10% of all spots



Parameters Evaluated Parameters Evaluated –– 22

ReliabilityReliability assessed by computing Rassessed by computing R22 from from 
regression of spot quantification on protein loadregression of spot quantification on protein load
–– Linearity of quantification over different protein loadsLinearity of quantification over different protein loads

PrecisionPrecision assessed by computing CV for 30 assessed by computing CV for 30 µµg g 
loadload



Spot Detection and MatchingSpot Detection and Matching 
Nishihara and ChampionNishihara and Champion

AnalysisAnalysis
MethodMethod

# Spots # Spots 
DetectedDetected

# Spots # Spots 
SelectedSelected

# Spots# Spots
All GelsAll Gels

MatchMatch
%%

PinnaclePinnacle 13801380 13801380 13801380 100100

PDQuestPDQuest 26922692 13761376 377377 6060
PG240PG240 19861986 875875 271271 8484
PDQPDQ--aa 26362636 13421342 385385 7171

PG240PG240--aa 20062006 887887 312312 8080
SameSpotsSameSpots 688688 688688 688688 100100



Reliability and PrecisionReliability and Precision 
Nishihara and ChampionNishihara and Champion

AnalysisAnalysis
MethodMethod

# Spots # Spots 
SelectedSelected

# Spots # Spots 
RR22 > > 
0.900.90

Mean Mean 
RR22

# Spots# Spots
%CV < %CV < 

2020

MeanMean
%CV%CV

PinnaclePinnacle 14031403 12031203 0.9240.924 983983 20.020.0

PDQuestPDQuest 13761376 847847 0.8350.835 498498 54.754.7

PG240PG240 875875 666666 0.8830.883 304304 40.340.3

PDQPDQ--aa 13421342 869869 0.8500.850 415415 55.755.7

PG240PG240--aa 887887 713713 0.8940.894 144144 47.447.4

SameSpotsSameSpots 688688 646646 0.9560.956 464464 20.220.2



Reliability Reliability –– N and CN and C
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Precision  Precision  -- N and CN and C
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Validation: Homegrown Dilution Validation: Homegrown Dilution 
Series Series 

Extract of SHExtract of SH--SY5Y SY5Y neuroblastomaneuroblastoma cell line cell line 
3 replicate gels for each of 6 protein loads 3 replicate gels for each of 6 protein loads 

–– 5 5 μμgg, 10 , 10 μμgg, 25 , 25 μμgg, 50 , 50 μμgg, 100 , 100 μμg,g, 200 200 μμgg
Evaluated all spots in all gelsEvaluated all spots in all gels



Spot Detection and MatchingSpot Detection and Matching 
Homegrown Dilution SeriesHomegrown Dilution Series

AnalysisAnalysis
MethodMethod

# Spots # Spots 
DetectedDetected

# Spots # Spots 
SelectedSelected

# Spots# Spots
All GelsAll Gels

MatchMatch
%%

PinnaclePinnacle 10131013 10131013 10131013 100100

PDQuestPDQuest 26662666 12971297 4040 4545

PG240PG240 18911891 979979 5151 3030

PDQPDQ--aa 22432243 11031103 8080 6464

PG240PG240--aa 17301730 10921092 143143 4343
SameSpotsSameSpots 10371037 10371037 10371037 100100



Reliability and PrecisionReliability and Precision 
Homegrown Dilution SeriesHomegrown Dilution Series

AnalysisAnalysis
MethodMethod

# Spots # Spots 
SelectedSelected

# Spots # Spots 
RR22 > > 
0.900.90

Mean RMean R22 # Spots# Spots
%CV < %CV < 

2020

MeanMean
%CV%CV

PinnaclePinnacle 10131013 663663 0.8890.889 859859 26.626.6

PDQuestPDQuest 12971297 406406 0.7350.735 267267 64.464.4

PG240PG240 979979 295295 0.6620.662 188188 53.253.2

PDQPDQ--aa 11031103 391391 0.7530.753 272272 58.858.8

PG240PG240--aa 10921092 384384 0.6980.698 182182 59.959.9
SameSpotsSameSpots 10371037 501501 0.8040.804 400400 29.929.9



Reliability Reliability –– HomegrownHomegrown
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Precision Precision -- HomegrownHomegrown
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Effect of Increasing Gel Numbers Effect of Increasing Gel Numbers 
on Match Percentageon Match Percentage

ExperimentExperiment PDQuestPDQuest ProgenesisProgenesis

3 gels3 gels 88%88% 96%96%

9 gels9 gels 70%70% 66%66%

27 gels27 gels 42%42% 21%21%

3 aligned gels3 aligned gels 82%82% 89%89%

9 aligned gels9 aligned gels 75%75% 71%71%

27 aligned gels27 aligned gels 52%52% 35%35%



Advantages of Our ApproachAdvantages of Our Approach
AutomaticAutomatic –– After alignment, fully automated After alignment, fully automated 

RapidRapid –– <1 minute for 60 gels<1 minute for 60 gels

Sensitive and SpecificSensitive and Specific –– use of average gel borrows strength use of average gel borrows strength 
across gels, allowing one to find fainter spots, thus increasingacross gels, allowing one to find fainter spots, thus increasing realized realized 
dynamic range of geldynamic range of gel

RobustRobust –– use of average gel minimizes artifactsuse of average gel minimizes artifacts

No Missing SpotsNo Missing Spots –– quantifications for each spot on every gelquantifications for each spot on every gel

Reliable and PreciseReliable and Precise –– use of the average gel and pinnacles use of the average gel and pinnacles 
results in more reliable and precise quantifications than standaresults in more reliable and precise quantifications than standard rd 
approachesapproaches

No Spot MismatchingNo Spot Mismatching –– significant issue with other automatic significant issue with other automatic 
methodsmethods



Proteomics: Feature Extraction ApproachProteomics: Feature Extraction Approach 
Identifying Significant FeaturesIdentifying Significant Features

Class comparisonClass comparison
–– Perform any statistical test on columns of Y Perform any statistical test on columns of Y –– obtain test obtain test 

statistics or statistics or pp--values(likevalues(like microarraysmicroarrays))
–– To control for multiple testing, use FDR (false discovery To control for multiple testing, use FDR (false discovery 

rate) based method to find appropriate threshold for rate) based method to find appropriate threshold for 
determining significance.determining significance.

Global FDR controlGlobal FDR control: control expected proportion of false : control expected proportion of false 
discoveriesdiscoveries
Local FDR estimationLocal FDR estimation: For each feature, estimate probability of : For each feature, estimate probability of 
being false discovery if called significantbeing false discovery if called significant

Class prediction Class prediction can also be done, but IMHO can also be done, but IMHO 
proteomics assays not yet ready to be used in proteomics assays not yet ready to be used in 
clinical applications.clinical applications.
–– Be sure to properly validate your classifier (with external, Be sure to properly validate your classifier (with external, 

not internal CV) for accurate estimates of prediction errornot internal CV) for accurate estimates of prediction error



Proteomics: Feature Extraction ApproachProteomics: Feature Extraction Approach
Advantages of feature extraction approach:Advantages of feature extraction approach:
–– Meaningful dimension reduction: reduces high Meaningful dimension reduction: reduces high 

dimensional functions/images to simple matrix.dimensional functions/images to simple matrix.
–– Computationally efficient: computing time and memory.Computationally efficient: computing time and memory.
–– Flexibility: can apply any statistical method to N x p Flexibility: can apply any statistical method to N x p 

matrixmatrix
–– If effective, should capture biologically meaningful If effective, should capture biologically meaningful 

information in the data.information in the data.

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:
–– Potential discoveries missed from features not detected.Potential discoveries missed from features not detected.
–– Difficult to model systematic functional effects of nuisance facDifficult to model systematic functional effects of nuisance factors.tors.

Alternative approach:Alternative approach: model entire spectrum/image as model entire spectrum/image as 
functionfunction



Proteomics: Functional Modeling ApproachProteomics: Functional Modeling Approach

Preprocess spectra/imagesPreprocess spectra/images
Apply functional model to spectra/imagesApply functional model to spectra/images
–– Model must be flexible enough to capture Model must be flexible enough to capture 

complex features in datacomplex features in data
–– Must be computationally efficient enough to Must be computationally efficient enough to 

handle very large functions/imageshandle very large functions/images
–– WaveletWavelet--based functional mixed model based functional mixed model 

(yesterday(yesterday’’s talk) seems to work well.s talk) seems to work well.
Perform modelPerform model--based inferencebased inference to identify to identify 
significant features or perform classification.significant features or perform classification.



Functional Mixed Model Functional Mixed Model 

QQ and and SS are covariance surfaces describing the how are covariance surfaces describing the how 
the random effect curves/residual error processes the random effect curves/residual error processes 
vary across replicates.vary across replicates.
For image data, Y, X, U, and E are functions of both For image data, Y, X, U, and E are functions of both 
pH (tpH (t11) and molecular mass (t) and molecular mass (t22))
Model fit using Bayesian, waveletModel fit using Bayesian, wavelet--based methodbased method
Yields posterior samples for all functional parametersYields posterior samples for all functional parameters

Y(t) = set of N spectra, stacked as rows.
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Model: MALDI ExampleModel: MALDI Example

XXi1i1==11 for for lunglung, , --11 brainbrain.  .  XXi2i2==11 for for A375PA375P, , --11 for for PC3MM2PC3MM2

XXi3i3 = X= X11 *  X*  X22 XXi4i4 ==11 for for low laser intensitylow laser intensity, , --11 highhigh..
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Let Yi (t) be the MALDI spectrum i

• B0 (t) = overall mean spectrum B1 (t) = organ main effect function

B2 (t) = cell-line main effect B3 (t) = org x cell-line int function

B4 (t) = laser intensity effect function

• Zik =1 if spectrum i is from mouse k (k=1, …, 16)

• Uk (t) is random effect function for mouse k.



Adaptive RegularizationAdaptive Regularization



Adaptive RegularizationAdaptive Regularization
•• Posterior samples/estimates of random effect functions Posterior samples/estimates of random effect functions 

UUjj (t(t) ) are alsoare also
 

adaptively regularizedadaptively regularized from Gaussian prior, from Gaussian prior, 
since each wavelet coefficient has its own random effect & since each wavelet coefficient has its own random effect & 
residual varianceresidual variance

• Able to preserve 
spikes in random 
effect functions, 
as well

• Important for 
estimation of 
random effect 
functions AND for 
valid inference on 
fixed effect 
functions.



Results: MALDI ExampleResults: MALDI Example

•• Draws of spectra from posterior predictive Draws of spectra from posterior predictive 
distribution yield data that looks like real MALDI data distribution yield data that looks like real MALDI data 
(3(3rdrd

 

column), indicating reasonable model fit.column), indicating reasonable model fit.



Modeling Block EffectsModeling Block Effects

•• Inclusion of nonparametric functional laser intensity Inclusion of nonparametric functional laser intensity 
effect is able to effect is able to adjust for systematic differences in the adjust for systematic differences in the 
xx and and yy axesaxes

 
between laser intensity scansbetween laser intensity scans



Bayesian Inference:Bayesian Inference: 
Class ComparisonClass Comparison

•• WFMM outputs posterior samples of fixed effect WFMM outputs posterior samples of fixed effect 
functions functions BBii

 

(t(t), which measures the effect of factor ), which measures the effect of factor ii on on 
each location t of the spectra.  each location t of the spectra.  

•• Flag regions of t with |Flag regions of t with |BBii

 

(t(t)| large as potential )| large as potential 
biomarkersbiomarkers

•• Given desired effect size Given desired effect size ≥≥
 

δδ, compute, compute
 

pointwisepointwise
 posterior probabilities of effect size for factor posterior probabilities of effect size for factor ii being at being at 

least least δδ
 

: : ppii (t(t)=)=PrPr{|{|BBii (t(t))||>>δδ|Y|Y}}
• These quantities are Bayesian local FDR estimates at 

different regions of curve (false discovery rate 
computed across regions of curves, not genes).

• Can find cut point on local FDR to control Bayesian 
estimate of global FDR at level α.



Results: MALDI ExampleResults: MALDI Example

•• UsingUsing
 

αα=0.05, =0.05, δδ=1 (2=1 (2--fold expression on logfold expression on log22

 scale), we flag a number of spectral regions.scale), we flag a number of spectral regions.



Results: MALDI ExampleResults: MALDI Example

•• 3900 D (~1003900 D (~100--fold) (fold) (CGRPCGRP--IIII): dilates blood vessels in brain): dilates blood vessels in brain
•• 7620 D (~57620 D (~5--fold) (fold) (neurograninneurogranin): active in synaptic modeling ): active in synaptic modeling 

in brain (Not detected as peak)in brain (Not detected as peak)



ConclusionsConclusions
• Proteomic data are complex, requiring multi-step 

analysis procedure
• Preprocessing important to remove artifacts 

from data and get data on common scale
• Feature extraction approach quick and easy, but 

could miss stuff
• Functional modeling does not require feature 

extraction, but involves complex modeling and is 
computationally intensive.

• Each method has its merits: simulation studies 
and thorough comparisons are required to 
assess the cost-benefit tradeoff between the two 
methods.
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A number of papers describing both feature extraction and functional mixed 
model methods, plus papers giving overviews of proteomics and proteomic data 
analysis are available on my website (http://biostatistics.mdanderson.org/Morris)

The code for performing MALDI peak detection (PrepMS and Cromwell) and for 
performing MALDI-MS simulations are also available.  Spot detection and 
quantification software for 2d gels (Pinnacle) will be available soon.  Software 
for fitting the WFMM is also available on the web, and will be updated to make it 
more user friendly in the future.
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